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Rewards Tech

Content

Gamification / 
GBL (Game based learning)

HRMS

Why choose 
Disprz PALs?
We have joined hands with 
different partners to enable 
you to choose from the best

Insightful knowledge nuggets for 
your knowledge & frontline workers

Instant recognition & gratification 
to keep your employees engaged

Intense skill & project based evaluations to 
measure current proficiency levels & gaps

Industry-leading players to maintain a 
system of records that embeds into learning

Increasing adoption with learning 
that doesn’t feel like “learning”

In addition, partners providing 
content creation, curation as a service
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Content creation, 
curation as a service



Insightful knowledge nuggets for your knowledge & frontline workers
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Extensive content repository 
for Indian sub continent. 
Comes as a bundled offering, 
with white-labeling option.

THRiVERSiTY content library: 
Curated skilling pathways, 
courses and masterclasses 
linked to competencies.

Ready content in Bahasa 
language – Hacktiv8 also 
helps corporations to develop 
their HR with IT and non-IT 
training classes.

Expansive content library 
with ready content for all 
your skilling needs

Content repository with 
eLearning courses for 
every industry

Comprehensive learning 
and development library 
with skill-based content

Content partnership

Great fit for other managed 
services as well

Partners providing content 
creation, curation as a service

4 hours of ESG modules for mid 
to top management members 
(risk & credit officers, RMs & 
product teams) from business 
banking teams



Assessment tools
Intense skill & project based evaluations to measure current proficiency levels & gaps
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HackerEarth is a tech hiring platform that 
helps recruiters and engineering managers 
effortlessly hire the best developers 
thanks to a powerful suite of virtual 
recruiting tools that help identify, assess, 
interview and engage developers.

Give your talent acquisition and talent 
development teams a break from siloed 
skills data. iMocha's unified skills 
intelligence platform allows you to make 
data-driven, skills-based, bias-free 
decisions from hire to retire.



HRMS
Industry-leading players to maintain a system of records that embeds into learning
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A new-age, enterprise-ready, HCM 
platform that enables enterprises to 
automate day-to-day HR 
processes, simplifies human 
interactions, and delivers actionable 
insights to build better workplaces.

Keka is your people enabler. 
From automation of people 
processes to creating an 
engaged and driven culture, 
Keka is all you need to build 
a good to great company.

HONO hire to retain modules 
helps you to digitize and digitalize 
your employees' journey and 
provide you actionable insights to 
better employee productivity and 
retention.



Rewards Tech
Instant recognition & gratification to keep your employees engaged
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Rewards platform 
integrated with 
Leaderboard points

Free of SaaS fee Rewards 
platform for those clients 
who are looking to reward 
the learners for doing great 
on the platform
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